Abstract This article stems from the impression of being condemned to late and moralizing reactions in regard to advances in the life sciences. We suggest a return to a speculative and theoretical approach in posing the question(s) of the limit of possible thinking of the enhanced human. This return allows for the possibility to show, not just inductively, but "clearly and distinctly," the specific justifications and lines of reasoning of anthropocentric prejudice or species narcissism. It also enables us to move freely and precisely along the limits of thinking the human/non-human. In this way, we hope to put forward a few markers or guideposts that would further the debate about notions of human enhancement.
Is there a qualitative difference between modern practices and understandings of human enhancement and previous conceptions for which we rather use the terms "improvement," "perfecting" and the like? The difference in question would primarily or exclusively refer to the methods of achieving the desired goal. Therefore, we can adopt a distinction: on the one hand, the conventional, "natural" ways of bringing about improved abilities in humans like education, training, diet, exercise, even invention of useful tools, external to the body itself; on the other hand, the unconventional ways that rely on the "artificial" means and are now present as tools, internal to the body, literally incorporated, integrated in our bodies [1] . Now, if the difference is only one of degree, the transhumanists are right. If, however, the technologies of human enhancement are about something essentially different from the results produced by effort put into persistent "work on oneself", at least in the repeatedly determined (by the context of community) sense of increasing one's abilities past the level of "species-typical normal functional organization," [2] then bioconservatives, who set the limit at a given point, will sooner or later be right [3] . That limit -not of enhancement, but of the enhanced human -is the subject of this paper.
In its simple and direct formulation, we can pose the question of that limit as follows: to what extent may a human being be modified, yet still be talked about as human, or an enhanced human. The emphasis in question is thus transferred from the inside out, from the way of enhancing to what is being enhanced, from "technology" to "anthropology." However, for this paper it would be sufficient to emphasize the obvious: what is always acted on is "human biology" [4, 5] -which then appears as either more fragile and limited, or more complex and boundless than previously thought. In our attempt to test if and to what extent it is morally acceptable for modern people to use biotechnologies in order to enhance their cognitive, morphological and procreative capacities, we will mainly rely on the division regarding specific patterns of means of enhancement. Namely, we will try to connect this division with the figures of the "enhanced" that is with the images of a creature inscribed with a feature that, from its very beginning, and exactly as a human, he/she wants to be, such as Übermensch [6] , Homo superior [7] More than human [8] .
We could say that our paper is an attempt to follow the development of modes of enhancement through already established sciences. "Human biology" was first affected by means of chemistry, then of physics and lastly by means of biology itself. This encroachment of science of life upon life seems to lead to unsuspected and spooky consequences. We see an image of a human being which is not even the offensive vitiation of its "natural" self any longer. Rather, due to the enhancements that have already dissolved its consistency, making it no longer recognizably human (even in aberration), it is no longer affected, nor therefore determined, by the enhancement, making it a vision of something non-human that cannot be further enhanced. The question, however, remains: has "human biology" thus finally been surpassed and has the illusion of its privileged exclusiveness been abandoned? Or, on the contrary, has it just been regenerated and affirmed with regard to the "assigned" and not the "given" element of "perfectibility" in its structure? The historical path we sketch, and the continuity we establish, can also be read as a gradual, astonishing (or farcical) development in executing the belief of humanism that the human is special precisely and entirely because it can become anything it chooses to become.
It gives you wings: the case of chemistry
Contrary to the current scientific and technological imagination, contemporary bioethical concepts, as well as certain practices of enhancement, may turn out not to be so new in their basic notion. This is particularly true of investment in the possibility of "chemical" enhancement of humans. Even a glance through the history of ethnology is rather sufficient to find myriad practices of using magic potions. From Gilgamesh's quest for immortality, the shamanic and Pythian vapors, the fountain of youth and the elixir of life, the Holy Grail and holy water, to Asterix's, Smurfs' and Red Bull mixtures that give supernatural strength -it seems that a possibility of chemical intoxication for the sake of temporary or permanent "enhancement" represents a civilization archetype and that it is an imperishable motif of diverse textual and visual performances. The wish to regain youth, or more generally speaking, to overcome the natural limitations of the human body, could really be regarded in that sense as "the oldest hope of mankind," as well as a cross-cultural and panhistorical motif, which persists into modernity through scientific projects, such as discovering the human genome [9] . 1 In that sense, the "scientific" understanding of enhancement only extends the same line of human dreams and attempts, which may be as "authentic" as biological determinacy. However, it does this in a qualitatively different way.
There is something that fundamentally differentiates the modern advocates of enhancement from, for example, alchemists or one of the heroes of One Thousand and One Nights who is searching for the plant of immortality in other worldsthe difference is, indeed, in their common Promethean ambition to find the "perfect nature" [10] . There is not any techno-science in the animized and divinized world, nor is there the idea that any kind of tool, which would enhance our capacities, could be produced without a devoted conspiring with supreme forces. There is, of course, such a thing as medical therapeutics, but it is aimed -as it is today, only with a more questionable scope -at removing pathologies that endanger health or limit the level of an individual's functioning below the one that is considered to be "statistically normal" for a species. It leaves, all the while, the structure of the body itself and its functioning unchanged [11, 12] . The Greeks had thus been cautious in strictly distinguishing curative treatments (for example dietetics) from spiritual or physical ascesis (dialectics, paideia). Visions of dramatic or instant enhancement, as well as enhancement added from the outside -if allowed at all -were assigned not to their "technologies," but to mysteries and cults, to artifacts of ancient religions that were unearthed, not fabricated, and possibly to mythical narratives containing a compulsory tragic reminder of the consequences of hubris, like the cases of Icarus and Prometheus. There are images of metamorphosis, but they are a part of another world, a relic that is sought and found by divine mercy or that warrants punishment. The very transformation cannot be reconstructed, it does not have a formula, and even if it did, it would be secret or unavailable; it leaves no trace of the method used nor the possibility of repeat testing, something likely to be considered an offense to the gods.
The idea that it is possible or thinkable to enhance the given biotic with chemistry had undoubtedly been born before bioethics and contemporary enhancement practices. However, from the time humanity regained trust in unlimited human powers in the Renaissance, until perhaps the second half of the 20 th century, enhancement was accompanied by an ambivalence: bad conscience was speaking and warning of interference in God's work. We already see this in Faust, but it really blossoms in Gothic novels about "mad scientists." Throughout the genre, we find the notion that scientific research may commit diabolic acts of malevolence.
Moreover, these novels could be regarded as "exercises in anti-rationalism", the endeavor to dispute the optimistic belief that things must be valuable only because they are scientific [13] . If we take a look at the pharmacology of Stevenson's Dr. Jekyll, we notice it lacks any physical detail, but has abundant oracular references to a mysterious salt [14] . The scenes of Sherlock Holmes's shrewd illumination or the atmosphere of opium vapors with the creativity of doomed poets coming up are also veiled by mystery and painted in sfumato. The process of creation in Mary Shelley's Frankenstein [15] is presented in a similar manner -without any details -as it is in the films The Golem , Metropolis, Frankenstein and The Bride of Frankenstein [16, 17] . Physical artifacts of "science," all pieces of equipment, all experiments, laboratories, narcotics, rays and similar tools are presented, as a rule, "ambiguously, illogically, and mysteriously, in other words, irrationally." They are linked together incoherently and are justified no better than "material junk of alchemists," if at all [13, 18] . Still, the conviction remains: science can -perhaps at too costly a price -make a better being. Now, aside from the undivided and epoch-determined image of metamorphosis, and despite the (partly secret) science-induced, frightening vision of re-or de-generation, the novella features a particular vision of enhancement techniques. It is noteworthy that Dr Jekyll is always present in his experiments on humans. Even when he changes into Mr. Hyde, the change is always transitory and reversible. Not only that, but Dr Jekyll functions as an identity anchor from which Mr. Hyde departs. In that sense, the reader always keeps in mind the true identity of the character (Dr Jekyll), and considers the other a temporary aberration (Mr. Hyde). Chemicals enlarge our powers, enable us to feel a bit of eternal youth and immortality, guarantee happiness or satisfy the curiosity of testing our own limits; however, they do notexcept for a certain period of time, and even then only through constantly referencing the being which was alteredchange us structurally. They make us (in)comparably better or different only temporarily.
As Nabokov points out in his essay on Kafka's Metamorphosis: "[T]here is really nothing especially pathetic or tragic about Jekyll. We enjoy every detail of the marvelous juggling, of the beautiful trick, but there is no artistic emotional throb involved, and whether it is Jekyll or Hyde who gets the upper hand remains of supreme indifference to the good reader" [19] . Here Nabokov stresses the fact that the reversibility of chemical enhancement robs Stevenson's novella of its moral tension. Unlike the truly tragic character of Gregor Samsa whose metamorphosis is in essence an irreversible progressive mutation of his human substance, 2 Mr. Hyde's is only a temporary "personality disorder" of Dr. Jekyll.
Frankenstein's monster is another story entirely. He is galvanized, patched up, cobbled or put together, reconstructed. We are no longer dealing with a bit of herbal enhancement of the human body. The monster could stand at the beginning of a different chapter, representing the notion of the body, not chemically altered, but engineered or constructed. The image of Adam in Mary Shelley's novel is actually one of inconstancy and instability, but we know that he is constructed from body tissue, that is, the biotic, in an attempt of his creator to repeat the pattern of his own creation (through other means). However, the means of his creation, the intervention mechanism, as well as the display of its outcome, anticipate something completely different from chemical enhancement of the organic.
Hasta la vista, baby: the case of mechanics
Computer technology has made the "cybernetic organism" visually persuasive and mentally competent. With a more subtle presentation it has acquired a credibility lacking in previous monsters of science fiction. 3 Here too, we can make a distinction between two forms: the hero and the collective [20] . The narrative of the hero cyborg, as in the movies Terminator 2 : Judgement Day and RoboCop is obvious. In the background story, their human subjects had been disembodied and transformed by technology into a new enhanced whole. At first the hero resists his new identity, but in the end he accepts and uses his fragmentariness as an element of his enhanced, "cyborg" body and self.
The narrative of a cyborg as a collective -lacking any idea of individuality or unique self -is most prominently shaped in the character of Borg in the television series Star Trek: The Next Generation and later in Voyager. Academic literature has sometimes seen Borg as a neo-communist community of androgynous humanoid individuals, connected to one another through bioengineering and other advanced technologies, as well as an embodiment of the fascist idea of complete suppression of individualism for the benefit of the collective [21, 22] . Borg is, in any case, a fascinating union of individual cyborgs in a unanimous hive-like oneness. In search of perfection, Borg keeps reproducing itself by absorbing into its being all species from the universe that advance its structure.
What is always at stake in encounters with (cy)borgs, meaning, with any sort of inorganic infection of the biotic, is "humanity". The entire seven-season television series Star Trek : The Next Generation (1987) (1988) (1989) (1990) (1991) (1992) (1993) (1994) , in which Borg and various "mixed" sorts appear, describes the arc from humanity "on trial" in the first episode, to its "exhumation" in the final episodes [23] . Therefore it seems that cyborgs of popular science fiction are created in advance to imitate human life but remain outside of it, and thus serve as a counterbalance to humanity, one which emphasizes human desirability. They are "marking the boundaries of humanness … against technology" [24, 25] . This is an old paradigm, bordering on cliché, in which characters ranging from Baum's Tin Man to the Terminator nostalgically and mournfully celebrate a humanity which they resemble closely but to which they do not belong. [26] .
In that sense, the image of a cyborg which we find in popular culture perfectly illustrates deep-seated countertechnological assumptions of humanity. But is perfectibility not at the very core of human existence? Is betterment not actually something fundamentally human, even if we use unconventional means to achieve it? If we agree that our evolution is desirable and finally at hand, why discredit in advance any type of enhancement? Visions of our cybernetic future are in that sense absolutely compatible with our emancipatory intention to attain directed evolution that would be informed by our scientific knowledge. J. B. S Haldane and John Bernal [27] where among the first authors to see that science can become one of the causal powers that purposefully directs the otherwise slow and contingent process of Darwinian evolution. 4 What underlies the notion of the cyborg is the idea that science can provide some kind of "clean slate" or cleared space for a radical change of humans and their future [28] .
Moreover, the future has already begun. We have suddenly found out that we ourselves are cyborgs -mechanized constellations that have abandoned, although refuse to admit so, the ancient determinant of unique embodiment, personality and subjectivity. As of not long ago, but certainly for some time, we have been "post-human": physically and/or mentally reconstructed to overcome (previous) human limitations. That quite a high number of us qualify as cyborgs through artificial implants or technical devices compensating for our bodies' limitations is not at stake here; no prosthesis is necessary to satisfy the condition of being posthuman -changing the way we think about ourselves is sufficient [29] . The decisive turn in determining ourselves, both as individuals and as a species, was the invention of electronic computers. From that point on we have been noticing similarities and tensions between living beings and computer systems, artificial and natural life forms, traditional Western ideas of human identity and the disturbing direction toward cyborgs, which humanity seems to have taken. And while some people are delighted with this change and can hardly wait for the "mind uploading" or "mind melt," others shudder at the thought of a dreadful monster hatching out of the very machines that used to be obedient [30] . In other words, a change without precedent has already occurred, which seems to be endangering our species in a dramatic and lawful way: the appearance of artificial life could lead to the next evolutionary stage, in which we would turn out to be, at best, "out-of-date." If the name of the game is processing information, it is only a matter of time until intelligent machines replace us as our evolutionary heirs. Whether we decide to fight them or join them by becoming computers ourselves, the days of the human race are numbered [29] . 5 However, the key and probably the best-known and most far-reaching moment in theoretical apologia for cyborgization of man is certainly the establishment and apotheosis of the (cultural) cyborg's status in the famous "A Cyborg Manifesto," written by Donna Haraway in the mid 1980s. She resolutely affirms the influence of technology on human life and concludes that the very image of the cyborg offers a "way out of the maze of dualisms in which we have explained our bodies and our tools to ourselves" [31] . As inherently pluralistic, as a place that incorporates dualism of people and their material surrounding, the cyborg refuses to inherit the Western dualistic strategy of identity that hierarchically confronts male and female, people and beasts, self and other, etc. Further, the cyborg lends its image to a feminist mankind, which would like to depose the universal male face of its modernistic figure [32] . Thus the cyborg has the capacity, as a "root metaphor" of modern human identity, not only to correct the delusions of that identity but also to encourage a responsible awareness of unrestrained interaction with the material and social environment [31] .
In the world in which we live, where all of us are "chimeras, theorized and fabricated hybrids of machine and organism" [31] , in the biotechnologically surfeited world of technoscience, "[i]n a world where the artifactual and the natural have imploded, [and where] nature itself, both ideologically and materially, has been patently reconstructed" -in such a world, ontologically speaking, biology cannot, and,politically, must not (anymore) represent "culture-free universal discourse" [33] . Its taxonomy moves and brings the genealogical origin of species into question, liberating it from the ever "bloody" concept of kinship.
With the cyborg metaphor, the exoticized non-biological body of "cyberfeminism" substitutes the carnal body of classical feminist theory: cyborgs are not born of a woman, they cannot reproduce, but they break all blood, racial, species or population ties in the most insidious way [34] .
Lost case: biology
After theoretical investment in emancipation by cyborg (whose posthumanity, disembodied, deprived of complexity, bloodless, without family ties, turns out to be ominously curative of human awkwardness), provided that we outlive chemical and technical intervention and influence, we are left with the biotic attempts at human alteration. There are genetic mutations, clones and even something (perhaps most) horrible: a complete decomposition and amorphization -for the sake of the possibility of a formless existence. Our resistance to biological remodeling of life is probably fiercer than to episodes of poison induced mania or systematic poisoning by steroids, fiercer even than the technophobic resistance to numerous implants and prostheses we eventually "get used to." Even though what we consider the limit of the human has been stretched through intoxication or technology, and is now difficult to define or establish, we are still anxious about gene manipulation. Genetic alteration is still placed automatically and unconditionally beyond the acceptable limit, even dealing with soy DNA, no less its human counterpart.
"The chemical or physical inventor is always a Prometheus". In pointing out a new kind of unprecedented insult, Haldane said, nearly a century ago, that there is no great invention, from fire to flying, which has not been "hailed as an insult to some god". But if every physical and chemical invention is a blasphemy, every biological invention is a "perversion". Invariably, an observer of a culture alien to any such novelty would perceive the invention as indecent and unnatural [35] .
Modern terms for this indecency are "artifact" and "artifactual", in contrast to "nature" and "natural" -at least before the old danger of blurring the lines between them [36, 37] . But it is very likely that the alteration here is also inevitable: we should get used to the loss (at least to a certain degree) of our own autochthony, and resistance is, just as before Borg, futile. There seems to be a point, which we are approaching, at which we will no longer be able to speak about autochthony, modification or cloning of somebody, that is, about that "somebody" as an anchor of personal or species identity, placed in a body, memory, mind or something else. That point is perhaps comparable to the "final frontier" from the prologue of Star Trek . The frontier -now set by the enemy who also symbolizes it -still remains insurmountable and disforming. It is the literal loss of form or of memory of previous form; it is the possibility of assuming any form while at the same time, losing one's own; it would be the transfer to the next level of protobiological existence -paradoxically proving a point in favor of human excellence.
The other name for this enemy is a "shapeshifter" or "metamorph". The transformations "he" undergoes are by definition here understood completely differently from the ones that have occurred since time immemorial in fairy tales, mythologies, folklore, epic literature, even in sci-fi literature. They are different mostly for being without the very substance needed to talk about "transubstantiation." It is one thing to change a frog or beast into a prince, or a man into a werewolf; or to change from Zeus and later wizards, evil witches and warlocks into whatever men, women or animals they like (and revert back) [38, 39] . It is a completely different thing to be an "entity" similar to the sea-god Proteus: continuous, elusive and unreenforcable change. In the case of Proteus, change itself is the entity's "nature." He is the sea as a liquid and flowing quality of unbounded an indeterminable water, inconsistency itself, and the ability to take myriad shapes and mold oneself universally [40] .
Transhumanism, in its original definition offered by Julian Huxley in 1957 -"man remaining man, but transcending himself, by realizing new possibilities of and for his human nature" [41] -is here definitely thrown out the window to be replaced with one beyond the transitional period, because the former is still oriented toward that which it resists. Metamorph is rather the lemma of a genuine posthumanism that is no longer even affected by humanism. In Terminator 2, the nanomorph T-1000 is the main opponent of the previous generation of terminators, the automated, mechanized T-800, taking the human form of Arnold Schwarzenegger. This older version could even be "humanized," given that he starts out as a programmed killer in the first Terminator film from 1984 but turns pro-human in the later installments, where he is a repaired, avuncular figure, protecting the innocent from the now much more gruesome danger of (ex)termination at the hands of the T-1000. The evil character made of practically indestructible liquid alloy metal is convincingly portrayed by the actor Robert Patrick. However, it really does not matter who plays the role, except for the figurally and substantially set eyes of the viewers, for whom "he" must have some basic form. Meanwhile, he assumes innumerable forms, doing so to perfection, even being able to direct the flow of his shapeless form. This is actually his character: a character without one character, polycharacter, character of metamorph, one that has no form, essence or structure, and can assume any form from his indeterminate "self."
Let us imagine now that the point in question is not, fundamentally, almost perfect counterhuman likeness nor reinforcement of endurance to the point of indestructibility. Let us imagine that it is not the inorganic, liquid metal alloy that assumes characteristics of biological life. Let us imagine that there is such a life, such biotics. Unlike the mechanized case of (cy)Borg [22] , the third series of Star Trek, Deep Space 9 features an example of the notion of post-cybernetic metamorphosis [42] and biologization of the enemy. There are "Changelings," who are determined to avenge their ancestors and destroy all "Solids," all non-Changelings, everyone that has a defined form. They are the only biological organisms in the Star Trek universe that can be whatever they want: various "solid" forms of life, but also a fire, fog, inanimate objects, operational computer devices, light reflections, etc. In their "natural" state, they are -a familiar picture indeed -some kind of rippling liquid collective life form, a manifold united into an ocean of calm waves, a biological orbifold. They have a faint feeling of individual identity and like to think of themselves as a drop in the "Great Link," a direct and overall connectedness with the life of their species, in which they are united. Changelings appear as pure protobiological mixture, a (more) dense (compared to Proteus) liquid or gelatinous mass, whose appearance is as ancient as life itself and a fundamental element of its composition.
It seems as though Changelings represent the final frontier of both the human and its vision of enhancement, the frontier of thinkability of the enhanced human where it still remains human. But at the same time, it looks as though the contemporary "enhancement movement" has done nothing more than taken both humanists and transhumanists seriously by radicalizing the fears of the first and hopes of the second. To wit, the movement has taken both sides' emancipatory promises of abolishing any ideological misleading at face value, even that which places the "human" as the latest ideologeme. Those promises leads us back, in a way threatening to all traditional (sup)positions -this time with full awareness of the consequences of transhumanism -to the initial question of the entire humanist project. 6 Let us take seriously Pico della Mirandola's notion of the human [43, 44] as a "creature of indeterminate image" and as "the free and extraordinary shaper" of his own image, placed by God outside the world so that it could "fashion" itself in the form it preferred. Further, let us affirm the privileged belief, not in theistic terms, but which nonetheless runs through the history of philosophy and anthropology as a secret code word passed from ear to mouth, that humans are autonomous and self-creating beings, unrestricted by their own condition and in principle free architects of their own destiny [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] . But if this is true, why place a limit at all on humanity's quest for new forms and modes of enhancement leading to new forms and modes of existence? On the other hand, if these claims are not true, might there be a line of demarcation, some essential content (even in the "soft sense"), which would render an enhanced existence past a certain point "distinctive," particular, beyond the human threshold?
Humanism itself, it appears, requires in its advanced stage the relinquishing of the metaphysical and always normative view of "human nature" on behalf of a seemingly more modest, careful, prudent, but also more fruitful consideration of consequences regarding different kinds of foreseeable enhancements. Provided they are not completely arbitrary, but are conditioned by our understanding of the past and the present, projections of humanity's future image through thought experiments in (science) fiction are in this respect unavoidable and extremely valuable [52] . The stories of Smurfs, Cyborgs and Changelings, therefore, should not be read as a warning that technology may rob us of our humanity, but as an invitation to debate the practical effects of some potential lines of enhancement leading towards a humanity which no longer need essencialization.
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